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It’s no secret that tew women study engi
neering at C'al Poly. The most recent statistics
released by the school showed that women make
up only 1.S percent ot engineering majors.
The National Science Foundation’s Advance
program recently awarded four Cal Poly profes
sors nearly $200,()0() to study the experiences of
female faculty iii fields including engineering.
Nilgun Sungar, professor for the College of
Science and Mathematics; .The team includes
Mary A. Armstrong and Jasna Jovanovic, both
professors in the College of Liberal Arts; and
Daniel Walsh, a faculty member in the C'ollege
of Engineering.
Sungar said that the number of women grad
uating with degrees in engineering is higher
than the number of female engineers teaching
at higher institutions o f learning.
“Something we’re possibly trying to identify
are barriers that prevent women from getting
jobs or retaining teaching positions relating
to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics) fields at Cal Poly,” Sungar said.

That study is currently in the planning stages
and little is presently known why there is a
shortage of women engineers teaching at C'al ’
Poly.
Sungar and the team want to avoid making
assumptions. “ We’re trying to enter this with an
open mind,” she said.
Julie Workman, a software engineering lec
turer at C'al Poly, said she became interested in
engineering only after taking a computer sci
ence support course for her mathematics major
at Cal Poly.
“ I just happened to take a course that I found
interesting, and I didn’t care that it was all men,”
she said.
Workman thinks that perhaps some wom
en are uninterested in studying engineering
and suggested that an increased focus on math
courses targeted towards young women could
possibly change this.
Students like biomedical engineering junior
Lesley Telford holci similar views.
“ It’s shown that students lose interest in math
and science in the fourth or fifth grade level,”
Telford said.
Telford, a member o f the Society o f Women
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The Society of Women Engineers encourages
young women to pursue engineering and pro
vide them with opportunities to develop their
potential.
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Engineers, said the club exists to expose young
women to female role models. She thinks hav
ing female professors is unnecessary as long as
professors are supportive o f women in engi
neering.
Another trend some SWE members noted
is the high number o f female biomedical engi
neering majors compared
to women in other engi
neering concentrations.
Telford credits her con
centration in biomedical
engineering to her interest
in both biology and engi
neering.
Mechanical engineering
senior and SWE member
Brian Hill thinks gender
stereotyping is a possible
factor in a vyomen’s deci
Computer
sion to study biomedical
engineering instead o f oth
er areas, such as mechanical
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‘Green pizza ain’t as bad as it sounds
old plastic bottles. He is taking it a step further
by bringing his vision of the future o f restaurant
MUSTANG DAILY
industries to San Luis Obispo.
Borene and his wife Susan will open Pizza Fu
“Going green.”
It’s the new catchphrase thrown around by peo sion, an enviornmentally-friendly eatery, next to
ple these days to symbolize their newfound care Trader Joe’s on Higuera Sreet. The upscale pizza
place may be a little different than what you might
for the environment.
For Brandon Borenc, going green is a life expect from a typical pizzeria.
“W hen I discovered (the Pizza Fusion franchise)
style choice that means more than just recycling
1just knew it was a perfect fit
because it fit our healthy life
style, it fit what we’re about
as people, and I also knew it
was a perfect fit for the com
munity o f San Luis Obispo,”
Borene said.
After having twins in
2004 the Borene’s discovered
organic food during their
search to live a healthier life
style for their young family.
But after a while the menu
began to wear thin.
"O ne o f the complaints
we had about organic eat
ing is that there is a lack of
options for outside of home
eating,” Borene said.
So Borene is attempting
to turn Pizza Fusion into the
SCOTT SILVEY MUSTANG d a il y
first organic-certified res
Brandon Borene is attempting to make his upcoming restaurant
taurant in San Luis Obispo
environmentally-conscious through measures such as using hybrid cars
see Pizzeria, page 2
to deliver pizza.
Scott Silvey

Hear your news on the go.
Download Mustang Dally
audio podcasts.
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Iraqi C abinet
says U .S . pact
needs change
Robert H. Heid
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD — Iraq's Cabinet decided
Tuesday to ask the U.S. for changes to the
draft agreement that would keep Ameri
can troops here three more years, as key
Shiite lawmakers warned the deal stands
little chance o f approval as it stands.
The decision, reached in a closeddoor meeting that lasted nearly six hours,
raised doubt that the agreement can be
ratified before a new American president
is elected next month.
Parliament must approve the draft be
fore the current U.N. mandate expires on
Dec. 31 or no legal basis will exist for the
U.S.-led military mission.
Such an outcome would force hard
decisions in Baghdad and Washington on
the future o f the unpopular war.
Critics maintain the draft falls short
o f Iraqi demands for full control o f their
own country after nearly six years of U.S.
occupation. Supporters insist Iraq still
see Iraq, page 3
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Pizzeria
coH tin u e H from p o ge I

( oiintv w Ikmi Its doors otht tally open tt>r hiisin e s s III mid-Noveiiihoi
■'Or^aiiu food is a i;recn praetue in itself,
t'al I’oly knows this," liorene said, citing the
t!al holy OrgaiiK lMrni."A lot of people know
that organic food is healthy tor your body, hut
a lot of people don’t relate the fact that it ac
tually goes back to the earth. It’s keeping the
chemicals not just out of your body, but out of
the earth.”
Not only will the food be organic, but Pizza
Fusion will also be built to FEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) Cw*rtification standards, though Borene stressed that
the building will not actually be certified due
to budget constraints. However, it will contain
every detail m conjunction with certification
standards.
Everything inside the builtiing will be made
from recycled material. Countertops will be
made of recycled amber-colored beer bottles,
the paint on the wall will be zero-VOC paint
and the stain on the door will be a soy-based
stain.
Kubberized coating in the kitchen will be
made o f recycled tires while wall insulation will
be made of recycled denim from blue jeans.
Dual-Hush toilets and a low-heat dishwasher
will be used m an effort to conserve water. All
cabinetry will be made from wood which has
zero added formaldehyde and environmentallysafe glues m the plywo’od.
All of those things are required by FEED
certification standards, but liorene is going be
yond those requirements.
“ We use chemical free cleaners in the restau
rant, an environmentally-fneiully practice, but
It doesn’t have anything to do with the FEED
certification standards, it has to do with w’ho we
are as a company," Borene said.
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F.mplovees will iKo we.ii organic cotton umtoriiis and all delivery orders will be delivered
from one of the conipanv’s two I'ovota Prms
hvbrid vehicles.
While this may s.itiate the appetite of envi
ronmentally conscious eaters customers con
cerned more about aboui the Havor of the tood
than the recycled countertops they will eat on
won’t be disappointed, Borene says.
All the pizza toppings will be organic, in
cluding meat and there will be many specialty
pies to choose from along with the traditional
•option of building a pizza.
Pizza Fusion will also offer salad and sandwichs along with an organic beer and wine bar
and organic sodas.
The restaurant will be full service inside,
Borene said.
Salads will be served on chilled plates and
gluten-free brownies served on a warm plate
drizzled in chocolate sauce for dessert will be
offered.
Borene plans to give back to the community
by hosting a free children’s program every three
weeks. They will learn about “organics and giv
ing back to the earth” and be able to make their
own free pizza.
With no comparable pizzerias in town,
Borene is excited to see his dream of organic
food come to fruition m San Luis Obispo.
“There’s nobody that’s offering a concept
such as this," Borene said. “And if there were, I
wouldn’t be doing it.”
Business senior Chris King thinks the idea
will suceeded though he acknowledged that the
idea is new to San Luis Obispo and m a market
Hooded with other pizza options, it will have to
carve out its own niche.
“ It’s ahead of its time anyway. I would be
shocked if it didn’t succeed in some way. (but)
They can’t just go with the organic kick because
eventually that luster is going to wear off."
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approve it by a strong majority.
The 30 lawmakers loyal to antiAmerican Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr are expected to vote against
the deal. With solid opposition
from the Sadrists, the prime min
ister needs strong backing from the
Supreme Chnmcil, which also holds
30 seats, as well as his own Dawa
Party, with 25 lawmakers.
So far, only the Kurdish parties,
which control 54 seats, have ex
pressed unequivocal support for the
draft. Cither parties either oppose
the agreement or want to show
their constituents that they accept
ed the deal only after resisting U.S.
demands as long as possible.
Jalaleddin al-Saghir, an influ
ential Supreme ('ouncil lawmak
er, said the agreement stands no
chance of parliamentary approval
without changes. Another Supreme
Council lawmaker, Humam Hmoudi, told reporters that amendments
AS.SOCaATKI) I'RKSS
were necessary because of "national In this photo released hy the Iraqi Government, Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, right, meets
sensitivities,"
with U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services, Michael Leavitt, in Baghdad, Iraq, on Mon
"What they (Americans) gave day, Oct. 20, 2008
with their right hand they took
away with the left," said Hnioudi,
recalling that Sunni tribes that supported
If the agreement fails to win approval,
chairman of the parliament's foreign affairs Britain in the l ‘>2(> revolution are still the two governments could ask the U.N.
committee. "They brought new conditions shamed as traitors.
Security CTnincil to extend the mandate.
and limits such as in the article about leav
Sunni spokesman Salim Abdullah told But the Iraqis don't like that option be
ing the cities. They agreed to leave by next Alhurra television that his group was con cause they want to be freed from all U.N.
June but added that this will be connected cerned that a clause providing for U.S. help restrictions, some of which have been in
to the security situation on the ground."
against "outlawed groups and remnants of place since the 19‘)0 Iraqi invasion of Ku
The main Sunni party has also refused the former regime" could be used against wait.
to take a position, possibly because major "innocent individuals" who served in the
Another could be to move U.S. troops
Shiite parties haven't done so either. Many Saddam government.
into giant bases around the country and
Sunnis prefer the Americans to stay as a
U.S. and Iraqi officials believe Iraq's se suspend all security operations pending a
protection against the Shiite-led govern curity forces still need American support full withdrawal or another agreement.
ment.
to guarantee the security gains o f the past
But Sunni politicians are deeply sensi year. Sunni and Shiite extremists have been
Aisociated Ihcss writer Hamza Hendawi
tive to being tagged as American puppets. battered but not defeated.
contributed to this report.

needs U.S. military and political support as
it builds its security forces and governmen
tal institutions.
Opposition, however, is divided, with
different parties objecting to different parts
i)f the agreement, which could make it dif
ficult to win broad support for the entire
document before the year end deadline.
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki and
his ministers reviewed details of the draft,
hammered out in months of tortuous ne
gotiations, and concluded that changes
were needed "to raise the agreement to a
nationally acceptable level," government
spokesman Ah al-Dabbagh said in a state
ment.
C]abinet members will prepare a list of
proposed changes to present to the Ameri
cans, al-Dabbagh said without giving a
timeframe.
('lovernment officials said al-Maliki
wanted the proposed changes submitted
Wednesday so the full C'abinet could con
sider them Sunday. The officials spoke on
condition of ammymity because they were
not supposed to release the information.
The officials said the ministers of plan
ning, defense and interior — which rely
heavily on U.S. support — agreed to ac
cept the draft without any changes. Others
in the .37-member ('abinet raised various
objections to the draft.
There was no immediate comment
from the U.S. Embassy and no indication
whether the U.S. would agree to further
changes. Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari
said last Saturday that it would be difficult
to reopen the negotiations.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Sean McC'ormack said the Bush
administration was waiting for a
formal statement from the Iraqis
before commenting.
Al-Maliki wants his coalition
Cabinet of Shiites, Sunnis and
Kurds to sign off on the draft be
fore he sends it to parliament.
The prime minister, who is
a Shiite, fears he could end up
politically isolated if he pushes
forward with the controversial
agreement without solid politi
cal backing.
The agreement calls for U.S.
troops to leave Iraqi cities by the
end o f June and withdraw from
the country by Dec. 31, 2011,
unless the government asks them
to stay. It would also provide lim
ited Iraqi jurisdiction over U.S.
soldiers and contractors accused
I .e tin t w o r e tih o u l th e
of major, premeditated crimes
P ea ce ( o rp s.
committed olT post and otV duty.
But much o f the resistance
has come from al-Maliki's fellow
Shiites, who profited the most
from the 2003 U.S. invasion that
toppled Saddam Hussein’s Sun
Info Session
ni-dominated regime.
On Sunday, al-Maliki's ruling
Thurs, Oct. 23rd
Shiite alliance expressed reserva
3:00 to 4:30pm
tions about the agreement and
called for unspecified changes to
Kennedy Library,
the draft. OfTicials said some alli
ance members wanted to remove
Rm 2 02
the government's authority to
ask the Americans to stay beyond
the withdrawal dates.
,M-Maliki's main partner in
the alliance, the Supreme Islamic
Iraqi CTnincil, maintains close
Or contact Julie Cooper
ties to Iran, which strongly op
poses the deal. The Supreme
for an appt:
CTnmcil also works closely with
peacecorps@caipoly.
the U.S., placing members in a
difficult position between two
edu or 805-756-5835
hostile foreign powers.
Aides say al-Maliki wants an
peacecorps.gov
agreement but is also anxious for
the 275-meinber parliament to
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San Francisco considers
decriminalizing prostitution
San Francisco would become the first
major U.S. city to decriminalize prostitu
tion if voters next month approve Prop
osition K — a measure that forbids local
authorities from investigating, arresting
or prosecuting anyone for selling sex.
The ballot question technically would
not legalize prostitution since state law
still prohibits it, but the measure would

Evelyn Nieves
ASSOC IA T E » PRESS

JEFF CHIU ASSOCIATED PRESS

Prostitute Patricia West, 22, poses for a photograph
in front o f City Hall in San Francisco, Friday.

In this live-and-let-live town, where
ineciical marijuana clubs do business next
to grocery stores and an annual fair cel
ebrates sadomasochism, prostitutes could
soon walk the streets without fear o f ar
rest.

eliminate the power of local law enforce
ment officials to go after prostitutes
Proponents say the measure will free
up S ll million the police spend each
year arresting prostitutes and allow them
to form collectives.
“It will allow workers to organize for
our rights and for our safety,” said Pa
see Prostitution, page 6
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Alaska funded Palin kids’ travel
Brett J. Blackledge, Adam Goldman and
Matt Apuzzo
ASMK IAIKD PRhSS

(iov. Sarah Palin charged the state tor her
children to travel with her, including to events
where they w'ere not invited, and later amended
expense reports to specify that they were on otticial business.
The charges included costs tor hotel and
commercial Hights tor three daughters to join
Palin to watch their father in a snowmobile
race, and a trip to New York, w here the gover
nor attended a five-hour conference and st.iyed
with 17-year-old Bristol for five d.iys and four
nights in a luxury hotel.
In all, Palin has charged the state $21,012 for
her three daughters’64 one-way and 12 roundtrip commercial Hights since she took oftice in
December 2006. In some other cases, she has
charged the state for hotel rooms for the girls.
Alaska law does not specifically address ex
penses for a governor’s children.The law allows
for payment of expenses for anyone conducting
official state business.
As governor, Palin justified having the state
pay for the travel of her daughters — Bristol,
17; Willow, 14; and Piper, 7 — by noting on
travel forms that the girls had been invited to
attend or participate in events on the governor’s
schedule.
But some organizers of these events said they
were surprised when the Palin children showed
up uninvited, or said they agreed to a request by
the governor to allow the children to attend.
Several other organizers said the children
merely accompanied their mother and did not
participate.The trips enabled Palin, whose main
state office is in the capital of Juneau, to spend
more time with her children.

“She said any event she can take her kids
to is an event she tries to attend,’’ said Jennifer
McC'arthy, who helped organize the June 2007
Family l).iy CT'lebration picnic in Ketchikan
that Piper attended with her parents.
State Finance Director Kim (îarnero told
1 he Associated Press she has not review'ed the
Palins’travel expense forms, so she could not say
w hether the daughters’ travel with their mother
would meet the definition of official business.
On Aug. 6, three weeks before Republican
presidential nominee Sen. John McCiain chose
Palin his running mate, and after Alaska report
ers asked for the records, Palin oalered chang
es to previously filed expense reports for her
daughters’ travel.
In the amended reports, Palin added phrases
such as “First Family attending’’and “First Fam
ily invited’’ to explain the girls’ attendance.
“The governor said,‘l want the purpose and
the reason for this travel to be clear,’’’said Linda
Perez, state director of administrative services.
When Palin released her family’s tax records
as part of her vice presidential campaign, some
tax experts questioned why she did not report
the children’s state travel reimbursements as in
come.
The Palins released a review by a Washing
ton attorney who said state law allows the chil
dren’s travel expenses to be reimbursed and not
taxed when they conduct official state business.
Taylor (îriffin, a McCiain-Palin campaign
spokesman, said Palin followed state policy al
lowing governors to charge for their children’s
travel. Fie said the governor’s office has invi
tations requesting the family to attend some
events, but he said he did not have them to
pmvide.
In October 2(M)7, Palin brought daughter
Bristol along on a trip to New York for a woni-

AL GRILLO ASSOCIATKI) I'RtSS

Todd Palin, husband of Republican vice president candidate, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin,
right, holds their daughter Piper, as the Gov. Palin talks, left, before the start of the Iron
Dog snowmachine race in Big Lake, Alaska. Palin charged the state for her children to
travel with her, including to events where they were not invited, and later amended ex
pense reports that justified their presence as official business.
cn’s leadership conference. Plane tickets from
Anchorage to La Guardia Airport for $1,385.11
were billed to the state, records show, and moth
er and daughter shared a room for four nights
at the $7()7.29-per-night Essex House hotel,
which overlooks CT*ntral Park.
The event’s organizers said Palin asked if she
could bring her daughter.
Alexis (ielber, who organized Newsweek’s
Third Annual Women & Leadership Confer
ence, said she does not know how Bristol ended
up attending. Cielber said invitees usually attend
alone, but some ask if they can bring a relative
or friend.
Ciritfin. the campaign spokesman, said he

believes someone with the event personally
sent an e-mail to Bristol inviting her, but he
did not have it to provide. Records show Palin
also met with Mayor Michael Bloomberg and
Goldman Sachs representatives and visited the
New York Stock Exchange.
In January, the governor. Willow and Piper
showed up at the Alaska Symphony of Seafood
Buffet, an Anchorage gala to announce winners
of an earlier seafood competition.
“She was just there,” said James Browning,
executive director of Alaska Fisheries Develop
ment Foundation, which runs the event. Griffin
said the governor’s office received an invitation
that was not specifically addressed to anyone.

THIS WEEK IN CAL POLY ATHLETICS
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MUSTANG FOOTBALL
STUDENT TAILGATE

FOOTBALL

SATURDAY OCT. 2 5

SATURDAY OCT. 2 5

4 :0 0 P M

VS. SOUTHERN UTAH

PICK UP YOUR MUSTANG MANIAC
SHIRT, EAT, HAVE FUN AND HEAD
DOWN TO THE GAMEI

6 :0 0 PM
ALEX G. SPANOS STADIUM
Open Tailgate in lot H-12
opens at 3:00 p.m.
Parents' Weekend
FREE seat cushions for
the first 1 ,0 0 0 fans In the
Stampede Club Tailgate

M O n LAWN

VOLLEYBALL
MEN’S SOCCER
TONIGHT OCTOBER 2 2

FRIDAY OCT. 2 4
VS. CS NORTHRIDGE
7 :0 0 PM

VS. UC IRVINE
GET YOUR PRE-GAME MEAL
BURGERS, HOT DOGS, SALADS,
CHIPS, DRINKS, AND DESSERT
USING: DINING CREDIT, CAMPUS
EXPRESS, PLUS DOLURS OR CASH

ALEX G. SPANOS STADIUM
7 :0 0 PM

MUSIC «FACE PAINTING*
DANCEANDSTUNTTEAM*
GAMES AND FUNi;

ADMISSION IS FREE FOR ALL CAL POLY STUDENTS!

4

SATURDAY OCT. 2 5
VS. CS FULLERTON
7 :0 0 PM
M O n GYM

MusiANt; D.aii'i
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UNR professor murder
trial turns to will dispute
Scotl Soiincr
\SV K I \| I n I'kl SS

I lu- m.m .Ki. usc\i ot killing a iimV(.TMt\ professor in Keno last war
tolJ poliee he dui not stab her but
arranged the nuirder-tor-liire at tlie
request of her husband beeause of a
ilispute over their will.
“I didn’t do it. 1 arranged it,”
Mtihained Kainaludeen told police
detectives in a January 200S video
taped interview pl.iyed on Tuesday
for jurors in Washoe C\ninty District
Canirt.

Kamaludeen.the only one charge«.!
in the case, is aci. used niurder \\ ith
a deadly weapon of a person over the
age of<>(t, and solicitation to coniniit
murder in the killing ot'Judy Ckilder.
()4,an associate professor at the Unis ersity of Nevada. Keno.
If convicteil. he faces up to life
in prison without parole. Ills public
defenders reste«.! their case luesday
afternoon without calling any wit
nesses and both sides were sched
uled to give their closing arguments
Wednesday morning with jury de
see Professor, page 7
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WORD ON THE STREET

State Briefs

“Do you think Colin Powell’s
endorsement helped
Obama’s campaign?”
"Yes. because his name has
a lot of power and he has
a lot of experience, which
Obama lacks.”

$

-Emily Franklin
biological sciences senior

“Yes, because he would get
more support from voters with
different ethnic backgrounds
and people respect him.”
-Kelly Kuhnert
agriculture business sophomore

“I don’t think so this late in the
race. At this point people who
still don’t know who they are vot
ing for are more focused on an
issue rather than who is endors
ing who.”
-Scott Parks
electrical engineering senior’

w

“It will have some effect on a
small group of people but this
late in the game, most people
have decided who to vote for.”
-Sean Quigley
materials engineering senior

... .

COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEX KACIK

Are you suffering from
a recent A N K LE SPRAIN?

—

Doctors are evaluating investigational,
medicated patches to see if they relieve pain
when applied directly to the ankle.
Local d o c to rs a re c u rre n tly c o n d u c tin g a c lin ic a l rese a rch stu d y
e v a lu a tin g th e e ffe c tiv e n e s s o f in v e s tig a tio n a l, m e d ic a te d p atches
for tre a tin g the pa in a.ssociated w ith an a n kle sprain, w tio n a p p lie d
d ire c tly to th e in ju re d a n kle

To be eligible for this study, you must:
•
•
•

C la ire
S e le n « *
3 rd y e a r. A n n "® _ „

Be 18 ye a rs o f a ge or older, A N D
Be e x p e rie n c in g pa in fro m an a n k le s p ra in th a t o ccu rre d w ith in
th e pa st 4 8 hours, A N D
N ot have taken any pain m e d ica tio n or used com pression to
tre a t your a nkle sprain

Q u a lifie d p a rtic ip a n ts w ill receive s tu d y -re la te d m e d ic a l e v a lu a tio n s
and s tu d y p a tch e s a t no cost R e im b u rse m e n t for tim e and tra ve l m ay
a lso be provided.

To learn m ore about this lo c a l study, p lease contact:

^

win • free

Coastal Medical R esearch G roup, Inc.
5 4 9 -7 5 7 0

S A C R . W I E N T O ( A 1»)
( iin. .^^noll.) Svliw .iivvnvggvr w ill
vail legislators bavk to Savramvnt«-. to . k 1«.1i v s s ( '.iliforma's worsen
ing evoiiomy .iiul .i deiieit that is
expevte«.! to lop S.i billion.
Spokesiiian .Aaron .Mel.ear

aid luesdav that the governor
believes the budget «.risis is so se
vere that a special session iiiust be
called before the new Legislature
is sworn in I )ee. 1.
There also is a political ealeulatioii for the governor. L.nvniakers whose terms expire this year
might be more willing to vote for
a temporary tax increase or other
unpopular ways to bring in extra
revenue.
First, finance officials need to
figure out exactly how short of
cash C^ilifornia will be. The state
treasurer’s office put the figure
at $3 billion for the remainder
of this fiscal year, hut the state is
expecting updated financial num
bers in the next few weeks.
• • •
CASTAIC (AP) — An
overturned tractor-trailer on In
terstate .3 IS bringing traffic to a
stop about 65 miles north of Los
Angeles.
C^ilifornia Highway I’atrol of
ficer Patrick Kimball says three
of four lanes on 1-5’s southbound
side in northern Los Angeles
Cwninty at Templin Highw.iy are
closed because of the truck that
turned over Tuesd.iy morning
about 5:50 a.m. The truck was
carrying rolls of paper, and some
diesel fuel spilled.
Kimball s.iys the lanes are ex
pected to be closed into the af
ternoon.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
Los Angeles jury has ordered Boe
ing C'o. to p.iy $370 million over
a contract dispute with a com
munications company headed
by cellular phone pioneer Craig
McC:aw.
The Superior Court jury
reached its decision Tuesday in
favor of ICC') (ilobal Commu
nications Holdings Ltd., which
accused Boeing of breaching a
contract to produce satellites. The
trial lasted four months and in
cluded weeks of deliberations.
Virginia-b.ised ICX") sued
Boeing for around $1.5 billion in
actual damages. The kiwsuit stems
fmin a decade-old plan to launch
satellites that wt>uld transmit mo
bile services.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
A Los Angeles city council
man wants to halt construction of
new elephant habitat at the city
zoo and use the money to build
a city-run sanctuary for pachy
derms.
C'oimcilman Tony C^irdenas
filed nuitions Tuesd.iy to reallo
cate what’s left of the $36 mil
lion approved for the elephant
exhibit and tipen a sanctuary in
the northern San Fernando Valley
instead. C'onstruction is already
a third complete and about $10
million has been spent.
Cardenas claims the new 3/4acre “Pachyderm Forest” will he
too small to keep elephants happy
and healthy.
Los Angeles Zoo officials say
they intend to complete the proj
ect.
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Utah geologists discover
^dinosaur dance floor’
Mike Stark
AVS<X IAfH> l*KRSS

SALT LAKE CITY — ('.cologists say they
have discovered prehisuiric animal tracks so
densely packed on a X-acre site that they’re
calling it a “dinosaur dance Hoor.”
The site along the Arizona-Utah state line
otters a rich new set of clues about the lives of
dinosaurs !*)() million years age
back then, large stretcher of the West were
a Sahara-like desert. More than i.lKMi tracks
were found in what would have been a watery
tiasis nesded among towering, wind-whipped
sand dunes.
The footprints ttuiki provide fodder for
researchers trying to understand dinosaurs
that survived in what mans considered a “va.st.
dry. uninhabitable desert, 'saui Mariorie Chan,
professor t)f geology at the L’niversity of Utah
.uid one of the authors of a new study of the
site.
“Maybe it really wasn't as lifeless as we
think,” C.'han said Mondav
Th( disc overy adds yet .mother site to the
regioi : long list of dinosaur hot spots. The
dirterence, though, is slieei numbers. Scientists
estimate there arc more than l.(KKI tracks at
the site, which is in a pmfected area otVerniilon (Mitts National Monuim iit
In scmit plac es then ate a cjo/eii footprints
in a scjuare yard.
■‘it was a place that attn.ctecl a crowd, kind
of like a dance Hoor. (Mian said.
Kesearchers iciciitifieci tour different kinds
of tr.icks III the rock but haseti't determined
the spc'cifi( specie’s that left them behind.
Some of the footisrints — once thought to

Prostitution
t o n titiu e d front pagt 4

tiicia West, 22, who said she has
been selling sex fiir about a year
by placing ads on the Intel net. She
moved to San Fraiui'.co in .May
from Texas to work m I'ropoMtioti K.
Even in tolerant San I raiu isco
— where the sadomasochism fair
draws more than 400.00(( tourists
and a pornographic video com
pany IS housed in a former armory
— the measure faces an uphill
battle, with much of the political
establishment opposing it.
Some form of prostitution is
already legal m two states, broth
els are allowed in rural counties in
Nevada. And Rhode Island per
mits the sale of sex behind closed
doors between consulting adults,
but it prohibits street prt'stitutioti
and brothels.
In 2004. almost two-thirds of
voters in nearby berkeley rejected
decriminalization, but proponents

PHOTOGRAPHER NAME

m u .s ia n c : d a iiy

Geologist Winston Seiler poses next to a
trackway, or set of prints made by a dino
saur near the Utah-Arizona border.
be potholes formed by erosion — measure 16
inchc’s acRiss and have three toes and a heel
Others are sm.illei anei more circuiai
I he .irea .ilso mciudes what researc hers
think are rare tail drag marks.
WinstcMi Seilei. who studieei the site for .i
master's thesis. s;iid the area might have been a
popular gathering spot tor adults and young
sters alike It could h.ive been one of many
w here Early lur.issu dinosaim stoppe-d for re
freshment before moving along.

of Eroposition k say then proposal
has .1 better shot in San 1 lanctsco
which they believe is more sexu
ally liberal than the city across the
ba\.
After all, the world’s oldest pro
fession has long been established
here During the Gold Rush, the
neighborhood closest to the piers
was a seeitx pleasure centei of sex,
g.miblmg and drinking known as
the barbary Coast.
I hese ii.iys. on certain corners,
prostitute' si'll their bodies day and
night, ducking into doorways and
alleys when police pass by. One
recent aftertioon in the Mission
District, SIX prostitutes were ply
ing their trade on a single block.
Eohee made 1,583 prostitution
arrests in 2007 and expect to make
a similar number this year, but the
district attorney’s office says most
defendants are fined, placed in di
version programs or both. Fewer
than five percent get prosecuted
for solicititation. which is a mis
demeanor punishable by up to six
months in jail.

Wire Editor: Cassandra J. Carlson

Professor
coHtinuedJroni page 6
liberations likely to begin by afternoon.
Kanialudeen originally denied any knowleilge of Judy ('aider’s disappearance when
cjuestioned by police in the days after the
murder at his printing business warehouse in
Reno on Aug. 19, 2007. He eventually fled to
Mexico.
but after he was jailed in Mexico (aty and
extradited back to Nevada to face the murder
charge, he told detectives that ('alder’s husband,
James (Milder, used him as the go-between tei
hire ('arlos Filomeno to kill Judy (balder for
$.S0,000.
Jim ('alder has denied the claim.
Oolit e issued a warrant for Kamaludeeii’s ar
rest last fall after Filomeno told them while he
was jailed on an unrelated charge that he saw
Kamaludeen, also known as Rickey barge, stab
Judy ('alder to death.
Kamaludeen maintains it was Filomenti
who stabbed her. He told police Jim ('aider
wanted her dead because of a dispute over the
couple’s will He said Jim (Milder wanted to re
write the will to include their tlaughter. Kini,
as a beneficiary but that Judy (balder refused.
He said Judy (Milder wanted to name her sister
as the beneficiary because Kim (Milder “wasn t
stable.”
Kamaludeen said he and (Milder had planned
aftei Jueiy Caldei ’s death to find a lawyer who
would dravs up a new will and post date it to
make it appear il had been drafted a year ear
lier
“1 am guilty for my part.’’ Kamaludeen told
police.“! was the one who arranged everything
and Jim paid m e”
A c.isino worker testified on .Monday that
litn (Milder paid off a Sl.'i.lH K I gambling debt
Kamaludeen owed the EMiloradei hotel-casino
in Reno in the d.iys after Judy (Milder went
missing and before her boeiy was found in

Eroposition K has been en
dorsed by the local Democratic
Earty but the mayor, district attor
ney. police departmeni and much
of the business community oppose
the idea, contending it would in
crease street prostitution, allow
pimps the run of neighborhoods
.iiul hamper the fight against sex
tr.iffuking, which wmiiil remain
illegal because it involves forcing
people into the sex trade.
The San Francisco Chronicle
editorialized against the measure,
saying it could make the city a
magnet for prostitution.
If the the proposal passes, “we
wouldn’t be able to investigate
prostitution, and it’s going to be
pretty difficult for us to locate
these folks who are victims of traf
ficking otherwise,” said ('apt. A1
Eardiiu, head o f the police depart
ment’s vice unit. “ It’s pretty rare
that we get a call that s.iys:‘I’m a
victim of human trafficking’ or ‘I
suspect human trafficking m my
neighborhood.’”

northeast Nevada on Aug. 28, 2(M)7.
Kamaludeen also told police in January that
he had played the same role of go-between in
August 200() when Judy ('alder was attacked
at the (^alder’s home in Incline Village in a
case that remains unsolved. In that case, Kamaludeeti said he lured another man — Ray Eatterson — at ('alder’s rec]uest to try to kill her
for $2-S,00().
“ It was premeditated. It started in August
2006.” he said.
Eatterson has denied any involvement.
Kamaludeen said the original plan in the
more recent attack was for Jim ('alder to dump
the body near Lake Tahoe in an area “where he
hikes and nobody could find it.”
but when (]alder didn’t show up at the
warehouse by 1 p.ni. as planned, Kamaludeen
said he and Filomeno loaded the body with the
box into one of his company vans.
Later, Kamaludeen said when (Milder arrived
he showed him how tfie box in the van and
told him.‘It’s your job now, rnyjob is done.”
The next day, he said Jim Calder offered Filomeiio additional money to dump the body
because (Milder wanted to make sure he could
be seen on surveillance videotape at the Sparks
hotel-casino where Kamaludeen had booked
Judy ( Milder a room the night before using his
gambling comps.
Kamaludeen said Filomeno did not tell him
where he took the body, only that “they will
never find it ”
Fie said that when he read later the body
hail been discovereil m Elko, he fled the coun
try.
“because I know we get caught T hat’s it.’
he said. He said he notified Jim (Milder he w.is
leaving the country and assured him he would
take the blame for the murder “because they
can’t find me.”
“T hat was the whole master plan,” he said.
but when he arrived in Mexico and went
to the U.S. EniKissy to get a visa to go to South
America, he said they reported him to immi
gration officials, who took him into custody.
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One year Alumni Association Membership*
Alumni license plate frame
Exclusive Class of 2008 T-shirt (limited supply first tome first serve)

Pick up your Grad Pack at the special price of $20.08
Col Poly Grad Days

* Regular membership price is $45
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APU’s graduate business degree reinforced Myeisha’s
desire to be a leader of change through Washington Mutual’s
community programs
To learn more about Myeisha’s inspinng story, and to explore
the accelerated and traditional MBA and Master of Arts in
Human Resource and Organizational Development programs:
www.apu edu/explore/sbm

October 22-24, 2008, 9am - 3:30pm
UU Plaza - in front of El Corral Bookstore
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sbmgrad@ apu.edu
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Movie night to raise funds for Wheeichair Foundation

K O R I SA V O IE COURTESY PHOTOS

The Wheelchair Foundation in Cusco, Peru on Distribution Day (above).
Organization member Josh Burroughs during Distribution Day (above right).
Professor Lynn Metcalf, with recipient in Lima, Peru (fiu’ right).
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Cal Poly’s student chapter o f the Wheelchair Foundation hopes
to raise at least $90,000 at a movie night fundraiser tonight at the
Fremont Theatre. The foundation, which will be selling $5 tick
ets to a showing o f “ Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,’’ will
generate money to help send wheelchairs and provide cataract
surgeries for needy residents o f Oaxaca, Mexico.
“The whole mission is to give the gift o f mobility and by do
ing that, you’re giving someone a chance to get back into society
and live their life again because they
won’t be dependent on their family
and friends anymore,’’ said business
• Zt *
H
junior Helya Naghibi, project man& % 1 ^ iH
ager for the foundation. “We forget
u B
when we live in San Luis Obispo
WIm
^
H how easy it is to take everything for
H
granted so I want to be able to give
^ ^I
the gift that I have to somebody else.’’
The foundation, which began eight years ago, is a non-profit
that keeps an eye on different needy regions o f the world.
Every year, the Cal Poly chapter chooses a location and
spends all year raising money for it. If students who are able to,
they’d travel the area during the summer to hand-deliver the
wheelchairs.
H
Journalism senior Tyler Brewer works in media relations for
H
the foundation for his senior project. He said going to Oaxaca
H
and seeing the faces o f the people in need would be an amazing
JH
hands-on adventure.
“ It just looks like a phenomenal experience just to be able to
/H
give a person who can’t walk or can’t get around on a daily basis
H
a vehicle to get around,’’ he said. “When I was looking for a se^
^
\ I
looking for something with a little sustenance
I* r^'
'
%H
and instead o f writing a boring old paper, I was super ecstatic
^
at the idea o f actually helping people. I’d never really been in
r
H
a cause like this where you
'v‘
solely dedicate yourself to a
cause so for me
was
X■
H
,v7*\ I
exciting to have a chance to
_H I ^UIL^^.AM i
H
give to people in need.’’
^
I V ^ t/T ^
I
y^ar the foundation
,, _\ TMCATRg /
raised $90,000 and brought
y THCATRt / x I L / I
B
Located at 817 Palm St.
I
wheelchairs to MaB Downtown near the mission I
**'''*
Peru. They
H
hope to reach the $150,000
m .iliii WodiM*Ml.iy
11vll
H
mark by the end o f this year,
H
enough to send two containP d lm i riH a y
H
ers full o f wheelchairs along
NiqhtniHrr on I Ini StmM
H
with the cataract surgeries.
H
Their next fundraiser
W:
S:1S, b :4 S , Q iIS l H
Irl
will be an art show on Nov.
I W. 4 IS, to:SS, 9:1 s |
S.I«
H
6
and will feature photoI Ml, 4 : IS , h:4-i
SiHI
4: IS. h : 4 S |
Wrokdjys
H
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I
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I ri:
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Sun
1: Ml. 4 IS, (. 4 ‘J H
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4 IS, b l - f
Mirti A111**:
and 400 people, according
4 :IS O n ly | H
W(Hl A ItMir.
H
to Brewer. It starts at 7:30
Rf I l{.IH IMIS
4 IS. Z OO, 9 1'
Iri
H
and those who com e in a
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ShI
1
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sco re
DARK HORSE:

I'vcryoiK' iK’cds oiu.'. Lor those

pl.iying

g.imc,

the

p.irtner doesn't want to engage in physi
cal activity on bed sheets that haven't
been washed in months. It stains .ire
visible. I suggest either ch.uiging them
or .It le.ist w.ishing them. Pretty
much, the cleaner and more
comtortable the betl looks, the
more likely yt)ur partner will be
comtortable. 1 his goes tor the
rest ot the room as well; even it
your room is clean, five months
worth ot laundry in the cor
ner IS not going to do much
for libido.

it would .K'tually iiKrcasc the possibility ot seoring.

BYiL pe/ip TP
FEABAGBb t » 2 4

STAR WARS KRIGHTS QF fRF QiP RiPUBUC »34

BATMAN GOTHAM AFTER 0 DRITE *6 (OF 22)
BIRPSQFPREY •223
BLUE b f e t l e »32
FINAL CRISIS U (OF 7)
FINAL CRISIS SUBMIT */
SHOWCASE PRESENTS WORLDS FIHEST TP ¥0L 2
SUPERMAN M F W k r y p t o n SPFCIAL •!
TINY TITANS •F

IMAGE:
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I'm not talking about an aina/ingjump shot,a gor
geous golf swing, or a 5(t million toot vertu .il.
What I'm reternng to is something 1 would
like to call a 1landy 1)andy Seore Kit. In
ktvman s terms, it is a box, basket, or ct)llec- 5
turn of things that could not only increase
pleasure during an experience but create
a much more romantu' evening.
Personally, 1 tend to be a tan ot ro
mance. In tact, Komance and 1 are on a
tirst-name basis, f'riends would tell you
that I am the largest sap in the entire
workl and never pass up a moment to s,iy,
“Aww," when the i)pportunit\' presents
itselt.
This kit that I present to you is a list
ofitems that a special group ot people,
along with myselt, deemed worthy
P
enough to share. It you use the items
correctly, there is no w.iy your partner, however tough or
cool he or she acts, could pass up the “aww” moment. It
IS a demonstration ot vour romantic side .is well as sour
cap.ibihtv to pl.in something out more th.in your weekly
d.ite w ith “The Otbce"on I hursd.iys.
Prep,ire vourselves, ,is 1 will be handing you the kevs
to the perfect evening. |iist don't torget the“l to Not 1)isturb "sign tor the door.

Th e Candles

Between

You have the optu>n ot candles or in
.#■
cense. While candles
present th.it more
romantic, soft lighting, incense cm provide you with ,i
smell to raise vour desire, exc itement, etc. An import.iiit
thing to remember is to not put the i .indies too dose to
your bed. In the heat ot the moment, c.itc hiiig your bed
on tire or spilling wax evers w here might not be so fun.

by Melissa

Th e Drink

lo be used .is a prelude to the sensual excitement ot
the evening, a gl.iss of w ine i ■ch.imp.igne iMii be used
.1 first step in the right direc tion. I )id you he.ir me right?
1 said “.i” gl.iss, not .111 entire bottle, gl.iss can loosen you

Th e Location (a .k .a . the B ed)

V
This IS i|uite possibly the most important item in the
kit. 1till ing vour evening ot romance. I'm pretty sure your

see .Score
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HULK •/
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Charter Telephone
G et Unlimited Local and Long Distance Calling
Save m o re than 3 5 % on your phone bilF
Voicemail and 10 calling features included
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Of Montreal evolves
with 'Lamping’
of semg (a la the second side ot The Beatles’ “Abbey
Road”), but instead it carries the air of a ni.ash-up ot
m i K H I l ( H>K (MISSISSIPPI SIATl II.)
multiple album attempts fused to create an album that
Known tor its outrageous and colortulstagc shows, in- is both intricate and Howing, but also disconcerting.
da pop band O f Montreal has evolved over the course ot The prevalence of morphing songs on the album does
nine albums from Hedgling indie rockers on the seminal detract from the beauty of some songs.
On the uncharacteristically calm and melancholy
Athens, (la.. Elephant 6 Record label into gender-bend
“Touched
Somethings Llollow." ILirnes sadly sings,“!
ing glam-rock experimentalists.
Led by multi-instrumentahst Kevin Barnes, in recent don’t know how long 1 can hold on it it's gonna be
years, the band's sound has shifted from quirky song-driv like this forever,” only to cleanly shift into the album’s
rapturously happy “An Eluardian Instance."
en pop albums towards intricate but
Eilled with up-tempo guitar
scattered dance-soundscapes
noodling and a bright
on its newest release,
brass section, followed
“Skeletal l amping.”
by an interlude ot
The album boasts
keyboard hits and
I .S named songs,
joyous lyrics, the
but that number is
song
embod
deceiving because
ies the band at
almost every song,
■
Its
best: when it
despite their .average
is creating upbeat,
lengths, segments into
densely layered and
new, often bizarre di
harmonized pop
ki
rections.
>y
songs.
J l\
The
album’s
m“ L a m p in g ”
opener, “Nonparal
features the baiul
lel ol Eavor," begins
'Ç5»'
continuing
to move toward
inauspicioiisly
with
^
the dance-funk-glam it
a dancing harpsichord, «>J
.
,
brieHy experimented
X
throbbing bass and
with on Its last album,
Barnes' voice, only to
most notably on the
add harmonies, tol
song “(¡ronlandic
lowed by ,i slower
Edit." (Yits like
break th.it segways
"(iallery I’iece."
into three minutes
“St
Exquisites
ot cvmbal and gui
C ^onfessio n s ”
tar white noise. The
and
“Beware our
band is no stranger
Nubile Miscreants"
to weird sound sand
\
/ ' M^
follow
this tendency
nontr.idition.il
song
.IS they lyrually explore
w riting, but with “Lamp
D l ’Kl LSY P i l o r o
the bounds of sexuality
mg." this IS pushed to its
and
humanity,
embodied by
extreme.
.As O f Montreal pmgressed through its previous three (leorgie f ruit, the bl.ick transsexual alter ego of the
albums. “Satanic Eanic in the .Attic," “1 he Sunlaiidic married, white Barnes.
"Skeletal Lamping" marks the next stage in the
Iw ins" and "Hissing E.uina, Are You the Destroyer?", the
gnnip's
strange evolution. While a continuously
band's songs h.ive each time emerged incrcMsingly intri
cate. l.ivering more and more elaborate harmonies, dis evolving album of ever-transitioning songs marks an
ambitious goal, the album is at its best not w hen con
tinct grooves and sound combinations.
On "Lamping" this has finally emerged not as one tinually shifting, but when it remains in a gn>ove long
riow ing .ivant-garde sound collage or an epic Howing unit enough to enjoy.

Kyle W rather

I

/

Campus Dining Awards More Prizes
Melissa Montecuollo
Campus Dining Staff Writer
Some of the most
notable changes in
Campus Dining are at
the hub of UU plaza.
Garden Grille is now
19 Metro Station and
Veranda C afe is Baja
Surf. With the new
names com e new
and improved recipes. All three res
taurants feature flat screen TVs in the
dining rooms. 19 Metro Station and
Backstage Pizza also have flat screen
menu boards that create a new and
modern look.
There are big changes at The
Avenue, too. While The Avenue still
features some all time favorites such as
Chick-fil-A®, Tjpango's, and City Deli,
new additions include Green Street
(formerly City Subs). Fusion Bowl (for
merly Red Dragon Wok) and Sylders
(formerly Nathans®). Even the coffee

Metro
Station

has changed to Se
attle's Best®, mak
ing it the 4th brand
of coffee served on
,,
campus.
During the first
^
week of fall quarter, students toured
the campus to take in the new chang
es and entered drawings for prizes
in the "What’s New Tour." Candido
Ramirez won an iPod in the drawing at
19 Metro Station; and Douglas Mossholder, Pamela Nuhrtin, Ben Hatcher,
and Pete Seerden each received $70
Chevron gas cards by entering the
"What’s New Tour" drawing at Baja
Surf and BackStage Pizza.

w w w .m u 5t a n g d a i l y . n e t

playlists prior to the evening is ,i
good one. Some music that would be
beneficial to such a playlist could in
clude Marvin Gaye, the classic Barry
White, or anything else that’s slow
and doesn’t distract from what you’re
doing.

Score Kit
continuedfrom page 9
up without leaving you feeling
like you aren’t in control of
^
what you’re doing, lint
it allows you to be
more liberated but
still com
pletely en-

|oy the love
a ffa ir
of
evening. Elus, it tastes good!

sS B !

The Protection

You should know me well enough
by now to know the importance that
1 place on safe sex. Eiaving a stash in
your room of condoms, latex dental
liims and lubricant can ease your
partner’s mind .iway from risks and
towards fun. As a side note, even if
you’re not currently sexually active,
having a stash of condoms is always
a good idea.They last for at least two
years and if you don’t need them, you
can share because you should wart
our friends to be safe too.

the

The Other...

The First Course

This last category is the compi
lation of all other possible things to
have in your kit to guarantee amaz
ing lovin’. Ok, m.iybe not guarantee
it, but pretty darn close. Extensions
of locations include a possible form
of light dimmers if you will not be
performing the candlelight service,
and a clean shower. A clean shower
or tub IS key .is it wouKI kill that lov
ing feeling to see your partner's re
pulsion and refusal to step into th.it
mold infested thing you call a bath
tub. though bubble bath could help
to soften the blow. (Tther essentials
include massage oils (can't forget
those) and mints for that kissable
fresh breath. If yesu’re feeling more

Speaking of tasting good, hav
ing a snack to go with your wine
as an appetizer to an amazing night
is alw.iys a good idea. Some of the
foods that can be seen as sensual and
enticing include, but aren’t limited
to, chocolate-covered strawberries
and others types of fruit, such as
grapes, chocolate, or something with
whipped cream (DUH). If you pick a
specific kind offotid. you can incor
porate It in your excitement. Such
an example, though not to this ex
treme. could be the whipped cream
bikini in the movie “Varsity Blues.”
While m.iybe no one wants to eat
iliiil much whipped cream, in subtle,
similarly erotic doses, it can be used
for good.Just be sure to keep it .i\\a\
from direct ctmtact with certain lo
cations (you know which ones I'm
talking about) to avoid any kind of
infection.

/
The Music
(.KArilK S BV

T hroughout time, music has been
used to inspire emotions, bring kick
memories, or h.ive some type of spir
itual connection with people. Music
can also be used .is a backdrop for an
amazing romantic, sexual rendezvous.
I’m pretty sure none of you want to
be enacting a fantasy ami hear 1iatin.ih Montana, the Jonas Brothers, or
even Katy IVrry's"! Kissed a (lirl and
I Liked It” breach your il’od mix of
slow jams. This points out that put
ting your music on shufHe is most
likely a bad idea, and that ca-ating

• «411

MII.LNA KRAV/.Rl'KH

m i s t a m . d a io

risque, options such .is a video cam
era, handcuffs, or a blindfold could
become essentials to your kit for a
good night in.
Overall, it comes down to you
and your partner, and what your
view of romance is.. 1)on’t get me
wrong, those nights of “I want you.
1 need you, I have to h.ive you now"
sex aren’t bad. and in some instances
are ac tually preferable, but sometimes
people just need a slow down to ap
preciate the amazingness of the per
son laying next to them, liy putting
the time in, it shows you care. And
I promise you, the “aww” moment
will turn into another exclamatory
moment... and you will be repaid
for all your hard work. (icx>d luck!
Melissa
is a psycholi^y
and Mustang Daily sex cohunnist. >«'«
can conttUl her at cplH’turenthesheets(ii
gntail.cotn.
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Neither major party is
pro-choice in the true sense
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University is the place where most ot us first
taste true freedom. FTcedom from eurt'ew, from
supervision (mostly), from decent home-cooked
meals, from you name it. Yet, in the midst of all this
novel independence there are typically two chains
of dependence that stubbornly remain unbroken.
The first is obvious; monetary support.The second
is a bit less obvious, but, 1 hazard, just as prevalent.
You guessed it. Its the binding tie of political
affiliation. Many, though I concede not all, unquestioningly orient themselves to their parents’ voting
habits. Now, perhaps this is all well and good. If
students blindly trust that their political identity is
best decided on the basis of adults whom they trust,
who am I to judge?
But I sense a problem here, as I’m sure you do.
Suppose one’s parents were similarly unparticular
about their party loyalty, and their parents before
them, and so on as far back as the days of the good
ship Moyflouvr. Such generational folly makes for
a boring army of unthinking mimics doesn’t it? A
single independent-thinking individual would be a
rarity. I’m sure you agree that
such a tradition of party' ori
entation hardly cultivates the
thoughtful and independent
citizenry that a democratic na
tion like ours requires to sur\'ive.
Our political views, along
with our parts affiliation,
can profit from occ.isional,
though thil adjustments. IVilities
IS not static. The ability U) con
sider .ind weigh the available
evidence and arrive at one’s
<n\n conclusions is, .ifter all.
tlie h.illmark tif independent
thought. We certainly li.ive iui
claim to true independence
until we .ichiese indepen
dence 111 political thougln. free
fmm iii.iiiiPuLitioiis h\ p.ireiits
>r pundits.
'A'lth rhe lUMriiess of the
presKieim.ii cleetioii on ev.rvoiies iniiuis. I suggest we
;ve.\aiiiiiie the parties and
our .iffilutions e.irefully. Lets
begin with tile Deiiioeratic
Party and its celebrated claim
to being “pro-eiu)iee.'' N this
label Jesersed? .^dmittedly.
the Party claims allegiance to
women's abortion rights and
people's right to marry regard-
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can denv tlie underlving sentiment, which basicallv
states that everyone should have access to endless
wealth and costs sliould he low? 1)oes the “D”stand
for “dull” perhaps?
But such a utopian scheme necessarily imposes
accompanying restrictions that are quite anti-choice.
C'onsider that minimum wage laws deny a worker
the right to choose what level of compensation he
w ill work for. Is this denial of choice “pro-choice?”
What about restricting the landlord’s right to charge
whatever amount of rent he deems appropriate and
reasonably pmfitable? Who has the right to impose
their perfectly arbitrary concepts of a “living wage”
by Jeremy Hicks
(whatever that is) or “affordable rent?” I’m sure we
can trust the nice and well-meaning people of the
less of sexual orientation.
But, these two pillars hardly justify the sweeping Democratic Party to make such judgments. I’m
mischaraeterization of “pro-choice.” Indeed, the sure w'e needn’t be mindful of the economic and
label is hardly deserved. Consider the Democratic logical catastmphes that follow.
What about the Republican Party? Its platform
Party’s prevailing rhetoric on wages and rent. Wages
should he high and rent should be low is the ba these days hardly brags about being “pro-choice,”
sic reduction. Obviously, such a platform has wide hut the same critique applies. Tike just one blatant
acclaim among gleeful college students. And who example, that of the restriction of gay rights. Such
an imposition of values follows the
_____
same reasoning as the Democrats’
restrictions on rent and wages.
Eacli party supposes that they have
a prettier picture of society to paint,
to hell with the individual, to hell
with those outside the party'.
Ill a cruel and twisted sense,both
parties are equally “pro-choice.”
That is. both parties w ish to choose,
or, 1slioiild s.iy, dictate, how the rest
of ns ouglit to live our lives accord
ing to their proposed vision.
I suggest we h.ive an alternative
to being tiny tyrants, trusting oiir
FKê EDP iMI
combined might to force upon our
—
fellow citizens the schemes of our
party. The Libertarian Party distin. s.
guishes itself hv its hdieftli.it indi\idu.iis thcmscKes. not hurc.iucr.its,
h.i\e tlie right to choose how thc\
li\c tlieir own liws. h'wui aa‘ triiK
“pro-choice.' vine ti>r libertv! Or
hirs.ike the false label, neitlier ac
curate iu>r deserved.
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The painfully long process of
U.S. presidential electioneering
As we make painfully slow progress towards a final outcome in the
American presidential elections, let us pose some rhetorical questions
for intellectual reflection.
Does our unique American electoral
process have to be the way it is now?
Should we consider reform of our
electoral protocols to devise a more
streamlined process with a much shorter
time cycle and reduced campaign expen
diture?
Would the streamlined process used
by most democratic nations around the
world work well for us too?
O ur current system does eventually
elect a president but does it really se
cure the best leader ? Other leaders from
around flie world very etVectively make
their pick with a much shorter election
eering period. It is also notable that other
democratic countries seem to transition
their national leaders without the massive campaign expenditures accured by our presidential aspirant during the year-long primary then
followed by an equally slow xnational campaign.
Consider the ironic outcome ot our long and arduos 2()0(l and
2004 elections. They eventually gave us a singularly inefl'ective president: Cieorge W. Hush. His performance grade is now a D+ or C"- if we
interpret opinion polling results and opinions from expert
analysts. (1 admit that this does contradict the automatic “A”
grade that Rush Limbaugh, Hill O ’Reilly and their autopilot followers would grant to their esteemed Dubbya.)
So what then are the possible options available to us, if
we do want to explore the proposition that perhaps of other
nations’ parliamentary systems merits intellectual consider
ation?
If we examine the electoral process in countries like
(ireat Hritain, Canada and Australia, we find the following
attributes, where some elements may be appealing:
The prime minister (with power and roles similar to an
American president) is elected on the basis of being the lead
er of the party with the clear majority of elected members of
parliament. If the prime minister’s performance declines, the
party can replace him or her during the term of office, by in
voking a motion of no-confidence or voluntary resignation.
In these nations, elections are held during a campaign
cycle of about two months with intense campaigning on the
basis of a “published manifesto” deployment of moderate
(but adequate) campaign funds, thus .ivoiding the apparent
,
»
American voter fatigue.
The prime minister and his entire cabinet remain contnually accountable to the electorate; incisive questions can
be posed by any of the elected representatives on desig
nated d.iys every week when parliament is in session,'during
a prime minister’s question time, with immediate answers
required from the HM or members of the cabinet.
Let us recall the events of the past two years of the Ameri
can election season as we consider how we could reform this
process.
CTmsider the millions and millions of dollars (contributed
by a plurality of the electorate and lobbyists) that have argu
ably been wasted during the primaries to finally come up
with two major-party candidates (and the irrelevant also-ran

third party dudes). Was that hullabaloo really worth it in terms of bangfor-the-buck?
Consider too the hours and hours spent by so many
people in the nation attending rallies and reading and
watching the constant media coverage. After all that,
have we truly picked the creme-de-la-creme, in terms
of talent and capability? If your answer is YES, can you
truly justify that stance in absolute terms?
The purpose of this introspective soliloquy is not
to denigrate our system or to question the wisdom
of America s founding fathers. Rather, it is to pose a
question on the efficacy of our current system. Perhaps
there is scope for improvement, without weakening
the system’s integrity or the robustness of o«r sound
democracy. In case anyone misconstrues my observa
tions as “heresy,” I pre-empt any such misunderstand
ing by stating that I am a patriotic American and I am
sincerely proud o f my adopted nation. I admire our
democracy and it continues to be the envy of many
around the world. With that caveat, I leave you with
my questions as food for thought at a time of electioneering induced
voter fatigue,

Comider iie minicms ofd(M^
that haue cn^uciUy been misted
dxmig theprimaries toJinally
come up widi two mc^-party
nominated candidates., was that
hnHahaloo really uvrih it in
terms qfbangfor-the-bnck?

Utwy Mciion is an itidustriiil and nuitiufiuturini^ cn^’inccrimi professor and a
Mnstan{’ Daily i^ncst columnist.
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MARGARFT SCOTT

LETTERS

First, I’d like to say that I most
certainly agree with you, Ms.
Newman, that drinking and debat
ing politics should never be mixed.
I’d also like to add that publishing
an article about your drunken po
litical conversation should be a big

I )itto, Michael. And there are actually
six candidates on the ballot in C"alifornia. If you, reader, really want to be
behind your vote, visit their websites,
look into each of their campaign plat
forms, and make an informed deci
sion for who you want.
1 support Ralph Nader, and have
been asked countless times, “Wh\would you vote for him if you know
he’s not going to win?” Let’s analyze
this question. Does this imply that
1 should only vote for someone if I
know thtw’ll win? How foolish! Do
you root for the winning team -just
because you know' the>'’ll win, so that
you can be on their bandwagon when
everyone celebrates the win?
Obama is currently ahead by about
13% of the vote in our state. I ask
you, why vote for anyone in this state
if he’s “ala'ady won”? And according
to the “bandwagon” idea, we should
ALL vote for him, since we KNOW
he’s going to win.
Well I won’t. If my “vote doesn’t
count,” it’s because 1 vote in C'alifornia, and the electoral process is sca*wing me. a-gardless if I vote for Obamacain or anyxine else. Sti I chcxise to
(gasp!) w te for the }XT»on I actually
want, and you should ux), be it a Re
publican, 1)eiiKHTat, Ciaeii, Libertirian,Ca>nstitution,or Peace K Favdoni
party candiiLite.
I )enuHTacy’, anyxxie?
— Scott Waddell
Resixmse to “lödit)’'s the day: make sure
your ivice is heard"

You've been poked by

TO THE EDtTOR
W rite-in votes provide
chance to vote for
anyone

n fw sa rt

I agree with the message to vote, but
I believe that only the third-party
presidential candidates offer meaning
ful change. Obama voted for the $700
billion bailout of banks, the renewal
of the PATRIOT Act, and retmactive immunity for telecoinmunication
companies who helped spy on US
citizens, and supports continued war
with Afghanistan, a possible war with
Iran, and no reforms for the inflation
ary Federal Reserve system. This is
change? Note that this is not an en
dorsement of McC'ain; he voted the
same way in these decisions (expect
for the retroactive immunity vote; he
was absent), and his administration
will be just a continuation of the Hush
presidency.
I believe that voters should see what
Hob Harr, C’ynthia McKinney, and
Ralph Nader have to offer before
they choose their presidential candi
date. These three candidates are antiw'ar, against bailouts, and believe in re
forms in the Federal Reserve system;
very important issues in these eco
nomically bad times. I’m voting for
change this election. I’m voting for a
third parts' candiclite.
— Michael McThrow
Rc.'fponsc to “Today's the day: inafe sure
your voice is heard"

college “no no” as well. Well, since
you seem to be open to new con
cepts, here’s one from me — a so
ber, well informed, registered (and
experienced) voter. Uelieve it or
not, you CAN vote for whomever
you wish! If you’ve ever actually
seen a ballot (and I’m hoping you
have considering you wrote an ar
ticle about voting) you might have
noticed that at the bottom of the
list of candidates there is a blank

line, and under this line it reads
“write-in.” This is where your
drunkard “genius” acquaintance
probably gained his inspiration.
And here’s just one more rule:
Hefore writing an article about
voting, do some research. And by
research I mean practice what you
preach and VOTE!
Kate D ow ney
bioloj^ical sciences junior

The Mustang Daily
Poke them back at

www.mustangdaily.net
Hey, we’ve got a real news feed too.

and
Pop Culture Shock Therapy

by Doug Bratton

popcultureconiics com © Doug liratton 2008

DON’T You DIE ON
ME m y / DON’T

by phil flickinger (www.blundergrads.com)
MOM, You KNOW HOW
You SAIP I ' p finally
Am eCIATB You 0WC£ I
HAP KIPS OF MV OWAI-

Girls & Sports

9 LAKB, &£T OFF Of
THAT fOLtCB CAIZ. NO¥i[
ANO Fut youa clothbs
BACK on !

WHAT?! No! ...I'M
NOT PRfONANT! MOW,
I . AM. NOT. fUEé-NANT*.
HclP ON^

GUVS. JUST
TAKÊ A NAP
ON THESE
STEPS FOIK
A N M Li

you DIE///

WHV’AE

W£ ATTA
(WHNIGE?

by Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein
O'

r

^ MARSHALL DOESN’T ^

SHE'S FOUR INCHES
TA LLE R THAN ME!!

r

\

LIKE ANYONE WHO
CAN TAKE HIM IN
ONE-ON-ONE

BUT I THOUGHT
YOU LIKED
T A L L 6Ì1RLS

I

“That peanut looks so real!"

5U I d o I k u
©

Puzzles by Pappocom

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

jlork ^\mc$
^Crossword

Across
I Empty-headed
sort
6 Battle to
remember, with
“the"
I I “A n d ___ r
14 Frequent
Jacques Brel
song subject

25 Unpaid factory
worker
27 Start of the
reason the 17Across is one of
the "dumbest
dumb animals"
33 Pics for docs
34 Com locale
35 Shown in full
36 Course number

15 Like the Battle of
Trafalgar

37 Chairs
40 Car wash item

16 Work by Gray or
Spenser

41 Award for Best
Novel won three
times by Dick
Franas
44 Person to bum
around with

17 One of the
“dumbest dumb
animals,"
accordir^ to 60Across
19 Eye protector
20 Polynesian land
21 Walton who
founded WalMart
22 Some Jim Beam
quaffs
23 Classic Mam
Street liners

45 Driver’s
warning?
46 End of the
reason
50 Tropical vine
51 Unpleasant look
52 “The Grapes of
Wrath" surname
54 Easter egg
brightener

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

s
A
L
1
V

P
L
A
N
E

A M
S 0
W

A
R

ms

w
M

JE E R

W

R 1 N
E 0 0
0 V
|a T E
L 0 L
P 0 S

G
N
A
R
L
Y

56
59
60
63

64
65
66

E(jitecJ by Will Shortz

Goddess of
home and family
“Golly!"
See 17-Across
F D R.
employment
initiative
Craze
Steaming
Trip provider?

No. 0924

Ilf'

?'i

67 Wilderness
walks
68 Conical home

Down
1 “Humph!"
2 "___ in the

Morning"
3 Guggenheim
alternative in
N Y C.
4 Lousy breaks
5 Orange-andblack flier
6 Taiwanese-bom
director Lee
7 Where many
cultures thrive
8 Home for a 5Down. maybe
9 Rockies rodent
10 Out of vogue
11 Imp plus
12 Jon’s comics
canine
13 Ends an
engagement
18 M V P of Super
Bowl III
22 Home of the
Galleria
Borghese
24 Gin flavoring
26 Something to
drool o v e ^
27 Force

28 Vocation

6?

29 “Le Morte
d'Arthur" figure
30 Took a giant step

43

Proteinproducing
substance

55 “CHiPs" actor
Estrada
57 Decoy

31 Found out

45 Definitely

58 Start to date?

32 Outer reaches

47 Make lovable
49 Tad

60 Clock setting at
0“ longitude:
Abbr

52 Bloodhound
feature

61 Fuel on the
range

53 Bungler s cry

62 Witness

38 “Fantastic Mr
Fox author
39 Elbow locale
42

Perennially
parched

#89

E A S Y

P u u t« by Lynn L«mp»1

48 The beginning

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $ 1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-A C R O SS .
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords tor young
solvers: nytimes.com/1earning/xwords.

Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
CONTACT MUSTANG DAILY ADVERTISING
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Soccer

Singletary

continued from page 16

continued from page ¡6

what could be gained m the long
term.
“No doubt its young, but we have
a really athletic backline with a lot of
capability for the future,” branag;inI ranco said. “They played great de
fense for so long. We’ll learn frtim
those mistakes.”
The Mustangs (H-4-2, 3-2 Uig
West C'onference) will need to
cjuickly against the Anteaters (K-1-4,
1-1-2), who’ve held their opponents
to fewer than 10 shots per game and
are ranked 2()th in the Cxillege Soccer
News poll.
“They’re very organized defen
sively,” Holocher said.
UC Irvine is led by senior mid
fielder Matt Murphy and sophomore
forward Spencer Thompson.
Murphy, who Holocher said thrives
most on set pieces and free kicks, was
a C'SN presea.son All-American Third
feain selection and boasts a team-best
IS points, while Thompson isn’t far
behind, at 15.
“(Murphy) has no problem shoot
ing from 35 feet out so we’re going

and Singletary tor the mnouiicement. llis presence was the most
significant sign to date of his rise in
the club’s power structure.
Jed York said tlie 4‘>ers lack
“passion and intensity.”
“We have talent. There’s no
doubt that we have talent,” he said.
“ We’ve got Fro Bowlers on all
three phases of the ball. What we’re
lacking right now is that killer in
stinct, that finishing ability.
“We’re not getting outplayed,”
York added. “1 think we are get
ting out-intensitied. 1 don’t think
that’s a word, but I’m going to use
it anyway. That’s what we need,
and that’s what Mike Singletary
is going to bring. I think you feel
it, I assume you feel it. You feel his
presence when he’s up here speak
ing. That’s what he brings to the
organization. That’s what he’s go
ing to bring out of the players.”
That intensity is what elevated
Singletary past offensive coordi
nator Mike Martz, who took the

Stars
continuedfrom page 16

Al.C'S and responded by yielding
only two hits over six scoreless
innings against the Red Sox. The
24-year-old lefty should match
up well against the middle of the
Phillies lineup and is slated to start
(»ame 1. His repertoire consists
of a mid-90s heater, along with a
devastating slider and changeup.
Matt Garza (P) — He ob
tained ALC'S MVP honors after
wmnmg two games, including the
deciding Game 7.The 24-year-old
was acquired from the Minnesota
Iwms 111 the offseason and experi.enced some rough patches during
the year. However, he gained con
fidence and maturity late in the
season and seemingly overnight
turned into one of the most con
sistent Rays pitchers.
David Price (P) — The bases
are loaded with two outs in the
top of the eighth inning of Cíame
7 of the A1 CÍS and manager Joe
Maddon brings m Price, the first
overall draft pick of 2007. To this
point III his career, he had only

MUSTANG MINI

ANDRKW SANTOS-JOHNSON

to have to be very alert,” liranagiuiFranco said. “And Thompson is going
to do great things.”
Offensively, Holocher said, the
Mustangs could stand to benefit
from being more judicious and pa
tient.
“We could definitely be a little
bit sharper in the final third of the
field,” he said. “Closer to the goal,
we need to have a bit more compo
sure and try to produce some more
quality chances.”
The postseason atmosphere of
the UCSB loss only figures to in
tensify as Big West teams vie for

the conference’s top four spots and
places in the inaugural conference
tournament. Its winner gains an au
tomatic bid to the playoffs.
Being able to apply the lessons
learned from the UCSB defeat
sooner than a week after it happened
could be key in finding the momen
tum that led to three shutout wins
over the Mustangs’ previous four
matches, Branagan-Franco said.
“We’ve had a couple good train
ing days getting ready,” he said.“The
big thing is just going to be getting
back out on the pitch and making
things happen.”

pitched in eight MLB games —
and how did he respond? Price
struck out Jason Varitek on four
pitches to end the inning and fol
lowed it up by coming back out
for the ninth, tallying two more
strikeouts to finish off the Red
Sox. With Tampa’s shaken-up bull
pen, the 23-year-old may be the
difference-maker.

Phillies order.
Brett Myers (P) — It has been
nothing short o f a roller-coaster
ride for Myers this season. Halfway
through, he found himself pitch
ing for the Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs,
the Phillies’AAA affiliate. Howev
er, upon his return, he went 4-1
in August to help the Phillies into
the playoff's. During the postsea
son, the 2S-year-old has been reli
able as the No. 2 starter, winning
both of his games.
Ryan Howard (IB) — It has
been a quiet postseason for How
ard, who has remained homer-less,
but he remains the largest threat to
Rays pitchers. During the season
he hit 48 HRs with a whopping
148 RBI. I he 27-year-old went 3
for 4 with an RBI in the last game
of the NLCS, which could signal
an outburst in the World Series.
Chase Utley (2B) — After
a quiet NI.DS, the 29-year-old
was a solid contributor against
the Dodgers, hitting a home run
111 (iaine I and going 3 for 5 m
(iaiiie 4. For the season. Utley hit
33 HRs with 1(13 RBI and scored
113 runs while showing he de
serves the title of best second base

Phillies;
Cole Hamels (P) — The 24year-old lefty was the NLCiS MVP
after recording two wins, includ
ing the decisive (¡aiiie 5 to finish
the Dodgers. Hamels has been the
best starting pitcher in the play
offs, going 3-0 with a 1.23 FRA
while striking out 22 batters in 22
innings He is the reason the Phil
lies should start their World Series
appearance on the right foot.
Shane V ictorino (OF) —
“The Flyin’ Hawaiian” has been
an unlikely power source for the
Phillies during the playoffs, hitting
two HRs with 1 1 RBI, including
a grand slam in the N1 I)S. The
27-year-old ha'^ also stolen three
bases during the postseason and
is the sparkplug at the top of the

MUSTANG MINI
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CHECK IT OUT IN
TODAYS PAPER
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man in the league. Look for Utley
to show up as the offensive and
defensive leader o f the Phillies.
If you didn’t notice, all the
players mentioned are under the
age of 30. They’re all either enter
ing or right in the middle of their
primes. The difference-makers in
this year’s World Series are the
players of the future and many of
them will look to showcase their
skills to the world for the first
time during this match-up. It is a
formula for what will be an enter
taining and extremely competitive

CLASSIFIEDS
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Robin’s
Skincare
& Waxing
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Cal Poly’s David Zamora (10) cuts through the UC Santa Barbara de
fense Friday night at Alex G. Spanos Stadium.

!

20% O FF

I

with this coupon
rxpércA No\'.

Rams to the Super Bowl during
his tenure as their head coach.
While Martz, San Francisco’s si.xth
coordinator in six seasons, is bu^y
each week with the 4‘>ers' game
plan, MeCdoughan believes Smgletary can more easily assume tne
head coach’s supervisory role while
concentrating on motivation.
That’s an area Singletary knows
intimately. After his final NFL sea
son in 1992, Singletary dabbled
as a motivational speaker and an
author while raising seven chil
dren with his wife, Kim. After he
caught the coaching bug a decade
later, he landed a job on Brian Billick’s staff in Baltimore alongside
Nolan, and the two quickly be-,
came friends.
The 49ers also fired offen
sive line coach George Warhop,
one of Nolan’s original assistants.
San Francisco’s line has yielded a
league-high 29 sacks this season
Jason Tarver will take over many i
o f Singletary’s duties as the 49ers’^
linebackers coach. Singletary has',
been praised for his work with;’
Patrick Willis, the NFL’s defensivejj
rookie of the year last season.
5

World Series.
Game 1: Philadelphia at Tampa
Bay — 5 p.m. today
Projected Starters: Hamels
and Kazniir
Prediction: The Rays finish
the improbable dream and win the
World Series in 7 games.
Mat Adams is a mathematics Junior
and a Mustang Dai/y sports colum
nist.

Parents Coming?

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
w.mustan^dail y.net/
classifieds

FOR SALE

HOUSING

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NVIDIA QUADRO FX 570
Graphics board for sale.
Never opened. $ I(X) OBO.
email mavuCo^ealpoly.edu
vvww.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds lor photo

Free List of Houses and
Condos For Sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Kstate
546-1990 OR email sieved
slohomcs.eom

NATURAL HKALING CFNTFR

52 IN. RCA TV FOR SALF:I
CALL BRITTANY:
805-471-0261

Lost and found ads are free!
muslangdailyelassilieds^^
gmaii.eom

CHECKOUT
THE PAPER

Visit us online at
mustangdaily.net/elassiiieds
for links, photos, and to
place your ad today!

To whomever took the
banana tree plant outside of
555 Westmont.
Please return it.
Raise the Respect
Ldueating student about
injustices and current issues.
RaisetheRcspeetCa)gmail.eom

MUSTANGDAILY.NLI

Run a Classilied Display
“Mustang Mini"! Contact
your ad rep at 756-1143

ji all new fall clothing!
956 Higuera Si.

11

Hot Stone Massage Student
Discount Great For Athletes
& Stress Beverly Aviani
CMT 704-3280

Volunteer at Cal Poly
Student Community Services
Stop by UU Room 217!
or call (805)756- 5834
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Cal Poly looks to bounce back
against UC Irvine
Donovan Aird
m i ' staní; daiiy

It sure didn’t feel like a regular-season
game.
The national broadcast by Fox Soccer
Channel pushed the match’s start back an
hour hirther into the night. The Alex G.
Spanos Stadium sellout crowd of 11,075
was the third-largest regular-season audi
ence in college men’s soccer history. Soon
after the outcome, celebratory flares were
set otf in the stands.
But Fridiy night’s epic wasn’t a champi
onship game, nor even a postseason one. It
was merely another meeting between C-al
Poly and UC Santa Barbara.
This year’s version was a 1-0,101st-min
ute Mustangs loss that came on the oneyear anniversary of their first win over the
Central C'oast rival in 13 tries.
The Mustangs won 2-1 last year in San
Luis Obispo before what was then a schoolrecord 7,143 and ran their record to 9-1-1.
They finished 2-3-3 the rest of the year,
though, and missed the playoffs.
They’ll try to prevent a similar letdown
the rest of this year, beginning at 7 tonight
when they host UC Irvine.
“It was a hard loss, for sure,’’ Cal Poly
head coach Paul Flolocher said. “The way
that we lost, it just happened so quickly.’’
All but one of Cal Poly’s losses have

come by a single goal.
“We have basically made the one big
mistake that costs us the game,’’ Holocher
said. “That’s concentration.”
Mustangs senior goalkeeper Eric Branagan-Franco agreed.
“We have to be completely focused
tlmYughout the game and just make smart
choices,” he said. “We beat ourselves by
making stupid mistakes.”
Part of what may have contributed to
the momentary lapse leading to the de
fensive breakdown, ifeshman forward Wes
Feighner said after the game, v/as that play
was stopped prior to the start of the second
overtime when bottles were thrown fixiin
the south bleachers onto the field in the
direction of UC3SB goalkeeper Kristopher
Minton.
Moments later, UC’SB’s David Wilker
sent a cross to Chris Pontius for the win.
While Holocher denounced the unruly
crowd behavior, he wasn’t willing to blame
the defensive breakdown on the play stop
page preceiling it.
“You look at our backline and we’re
pretty young,” Holocher said of a group
including two freshmen and a sophomore.
“So experience is going to help these guys.
Unfortunately, the losses are sometimes
what it takes for them to really grow.”
Branagan-Franco also took solace in
see Soccer, page 15
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New San Francisco 49ers head coach Mike Singletary addresses the
media in Santa Clara after being named the team’s head coach Tuesday.

Greg Beacham
a ss ( k : ia t e d p r e s s

SANTA CLARA — Mike
Singletary radiated an uncommon
intensity during his Hall of Fame
career with the Chicago Bears. He
then spent a decade giving motiva
tional speeches before getting into
coaching in 2(K)3 as Mike Nolan’s
right-hand man.
With yet another season nearly
lost in San Francisco, the woebe
gone 49ers will need every bit of in
tensity and motivation they can get

from the former linebacker with the
famously fierce eyes.
Sinj^etary became the 49ers’ in
terim head coach Tuesday, replacing
his coaching mentor with a vow to
build on the foundation he built
with Nolan — even if he only gets
nine games to do it.
“Right now, the guys realize that
we do have something here,” Single
tary said. “To what degree, 1 don’t
know, but we do have something
special here. It’s a matter of stepping
in and being able to bring it togeth
er, and that’s something I’ve done all

commentary

Young stars
shining in
World Series
Mat Adams
ON THE WORLD SERIES
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Cal Poly’s Wes Feighner (left) takes a shot during the Mus
tangs’ 1-0 loss to UC Santa Barbara on Friday night.

Singletary vows to raise 49ers’ intensity

- 1

Extra
Innings

my life.”
After the club fired Nolan seven
games into his fourth season, Single
tary had mixed feelings Monday
night when general manager Scot
McCloughan asked him to take
charge. Although Singletary has in
terviewed for foul top jobs in the
NFL and another at Baylor, his alma
mater, the thought of replacing No
lan made him uneasy until he spoke
to the man who had just been dismis.sed.
“(1) looked at (Nolan) and he
looked at me, and before I said a
word, he said, ‘I want you to take
this job,’” Singletary recalled. ‘“I
know that you have the heart of the
players at hand, and I know they’re
important to you. ... If you do not
take the job. I will be very disap
pointed in you xs my friend.’”
Singletary’s appointment gives
the NFL seven black head coaches,
matching the most in league history.
He’s the third coach to uke over
a club during the current season,
joining St. Louis’ Jim Haslett and
Oakland’s Tom Cable.
Singletary had been Nolan’s as
sistant head coach since 2005 with
the 49ers (2-5), who went 18-37 in
Nolan’s tenure and lost their fourth
straight game last Sunday to the
New York Giants. McCloughan said
he approached owners John and Jed
York “a couple of weeks ago” with
a plan to fire Nolan, who hired him
in 2(K)5 when the Yorks gave control
of all frxitball operations to a career
assistant coach with no background

in personnel.
When the Yorks agreed, Mc
Cloughan didn’t even wait until the
49en’ bye next week to drop No
lan.
“1 don’t think there is a right
time for a decision like this,” saitl
McCloughan, who gained decision
making authority over Nolan last
winter after the 49ers’ third straight
losing season under Nolan. “If you
go off of past experiences and talk
ing to people, the bye week is usu
ally the best week. ... But 1 think
with the distractions on the outside,
the most important thing is for us to
be ready to play this week, to play
against the Seahawks.”
Nolan released a brief statement
through the 49ers thanking his play
ers for their hard work.
“It is the responsibility of the
head coach to build a foundation
and an environment for success,”
Nolan said. “In many arexs we were,
although it is winning that ultimate
ly determines success.”
San Francisco hasn’t made the
playoffs or had a winning record
since owner John York fired coach
Steve Mariucci in a fit of pique fol
lowing the 2002 season. Singletary,
who also coached the 49ers’ line
backers, will attempt to succeed
where Dennis Erick-son, Terry Do
nahue, Nolan and McCloughan all
have failed so far.
Jed York, John’s 27-year-old son,
appeared alongside McCloughan
see Singletary, pa^ 15

The Rays and Phillies make
up the 2 0 0 8 World Series. Be
fore the season started, this was
an improbable combination to
say the least, and this was the
match-up that Major League
Baseball didn’t want. The World
Series will not include the de
fending champion Red Sox, the
100-year cursed Cubs or the
personality of Manny Ramirez.
Instead, the World Series con
sists of two teams with players
unknown to many. So let’s meet
the future of baseball:
Rays:
B.J. U p to n (CF) — Since be
ing drafted second overall in 2002
out of high school, Upton has been
the top prospect in the Rays’ sys
tem. Two seasons ago he broke on
to the scene, batting .300 with 24
HRs and 22 steals, and followed it
up this year by stealing 44 bases.
In the postseason, the 24-year-old
has hit seven home runs and has
tallied 15 RBI.There are no signs
of him slowing down.
Evan L ongoria (3B) — The
soon-to-be runaway Rookie of
the Year hit 27 HRs with 87 RBI
in just 122 games, and during the
process, earned himself an AllStar appearance. In the playoffs,
the 23-year-old has continued his
outstanding batting, with six HRs
and 11 RBI. He will remain the
difference-maker in the middle of
the lineup.
•
S cott K azm ir (P) — He was
pushed up to start Game 5 of the
see Stars, page 15
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Tampa Bay Rays pitcher David
Price, left, is hugged by catcher
Dioner Navarro in St. Petersburg,
Fla. on Sunday.

